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Growing number of governments today are
striving to make sustainability as an integral part
of their development strategy. More and more
businesses are changing the way they work to
reduce their impact on environment and to
become

socially

responsible

while

setting

Climate change, clean energy
and conserving natural habitats
are challenging issues. These
concerns are receiving
unprecedented high attention
by governments, businesses
and communities.

economic goals. Consumers increasingly prefer to

However, green future is only
purchase products that are eco-friendly. Green possible if today’s kids and
markets are widely considered to be the markets youths – the next custodians of
our planet – are sensitized and
of the future.
educated to support our
transition from high to low
And as the concerns for environmental protection carbon and sustainable
economies.
grows, incidents like oil spills in the United States
make headlines, resource shortages in developing Schools, colleges, universities
other
education
and emerging economies call for more linkage a n d
institutions therefore play one
between ecological, economic and social goals,
of the most critical roles in
and industrialized countries such as Germany shaping the world’s future.
begins transforming their economies from high to They are responsible for
preparing children and young
low carbon and sustainable economies, the need
learners to be tomorrow’s
for greening education and training has now decision-makers and to be
active and responsible citizens.
become imperative.

What other place could be a
better choice than an
themselves effectively to respond to the fast education institution to
changing global scenario? What needs to be done i n t e n s i f y e f f o r t s t h a t
to make sustainability an integral part of teaching guarantee our children’s right
to a healthy environment?
But

are

education

institutions

preparing

and learning?

- IGEE 2009
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»
How to go beyond environmental awareness raising and begin engaging pupils,
students and adult learners in creating a sustainable world? What policies, programs
and tools are available that brings education at schools, universities, technical and
vocational centers and other academic institutions in line with the requirements of
the new economy – the sustainable economy?
These and many other questions need to be addressed and extensively discussed to
launch or intensify efforts that translate "education for sustainability" in to actions.

The Objectives
The 3 day International Greening Education Event 2010 is an important occasion for
stakeholders to get together in Karlsruhe, Germany and discuss issues that are vital
for successfully positioning of education and training institutions as the centers of
knowledge creation that cater to the needs of society, economy as well as the
environment.
The event aims to:
»

Examine climate change and discuss how it is reshaping education sector;

»

Analyze the role of education institutions in making the world cleaner, greener
and more sustainable;

»

Share best practices, case studies, models, experiences, lessons learned and
innovative methods to green education | Discuss about making sustainability
an integral component of school and university life

»

Highlight skills and competencies that employers of the future will be
increasingly seeking? | Examine latest trends and forecasts in reference to
green jobs market | Exchange information about knowledge, skills and values
required in a sustainable world

»

Deliberate on the business case for education institutions to go green

»

»
»

Present technologies that help create sustainable education facilities

»

Provide networking opportunities to the delegates that leads to "green"
cooperation between institutions in Europe and globally.

The Outcome
The delegates will take back home knowledge, ideas, motivation and contacts for
greening education and developing and launching programs that will help in
positioning education institutions as models for sustainability within their
communities.
One of the key expected outcomes of this event is also networking for greening
education. As delegates from different countries representing government
institutions, development and international agencies, non-governmental
organisations, education institutions, teachers and practitioners will be participating;
the International Greening Education Event provides an excellent networking
opportunity.

Who should attend?
»

Education policy makers and Representatives of Governments, International
Development Agencies and Sustainable Development Organisations

»

Head/ Senior Members of Education Institutions; Faculty Members of
Universities and School Teachers; and Human Development Professionals

»

Representatives of Technical, Vocational Education and Training (TVET)
Institutions

»

Managers/ Adminstrators of Education Institutions

»

Providers of goods and services to education institutions

»

Sustainable Development Practitioners, Environmental Professionsals, HR
Trainers and all those involved or interested in education for sustainability and
human development

»

»
Location
The conference will take place in the city of Karlsruhe in Germany. It is located on
the Rhine River between the mountains of the Palatinate, the Vosges and the world
renowned Black Forest.
Karlsruhe enjoys excellent air, rail and road links. Frankfurt International Airport,
one the world’s largest is just an hour away by direct train. The city is at the
intersection of the major Autobahn (German Freeway) A5 Hamburg-Karlsruhe-Basel
A6/A8 (Paris).
It is a cultural center and home to several museums including the largest cultural
history museum in the region. Karlsruhe is also known for technology, for German
Justice (home to Germany’s highest courts) and above all for being a “Green City”.

When?
3-Day Event | From October 27th to 29th, 2010
09:15 - 17:00 Hours | After 17:00 Hours: Dedicated Networking Hour
followed by Get-Together & Dinner
Optional:
Excursion on Saturday the 30th of October, 2010

Registration
Please contact for registration information and the form.
Email: mail@etechgermany.com
Fax: 0049-721- 476 89 53
As limited seats are available - an early registration is recommended.

»

